We show that the Extrinsic Information about the coded bits of any good (capacity achieving) code operating over a wide class of discrete memoryless channels (DMC) is zero when channel capacity is below the code rate and positive constant otherwise, that is, the Extrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) chart is a step function of channel quality, for any capacity achieving code. It follows that, for a common class of iterative receivers where the error correcting decoder must operate at first iteration at rate above capacity (such as in turbo equalization, turbo channel estimation, parallel and serial concatenated coding and the like), classical good codes which achieve capacity over the DMC are not effective and should be replaced by different new ones. Another meaning of the results is that a good code operating at rate above channel capacity falls apart into its individual transmitted symbols in the sense that all the information about a coded transmitted symbol is contained in the corresponding received symbol and no information about it can be inferred from the other received symbols.
Part 1 On Extrinsic Information of Good Binary Codes Operating
Over Gaussian Channels M. Peleg, A. Sanderovich and S. Shamai (Shitz) Abstract: We show that the Extrinsic Information about the coded bits of any good (capacity achieving) binary code operating over a Gaussian channel is zero when the channel capacity is lower then code rate and unity when capacity exceeds the code rate, that is, the Extrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) chart is a step function of the signal to noise ratio and independent of the code. It follows that, for a common class of iterative receivers where the error correcting decoder must operate at first iteration at rate above capacity (such as in turbo equalization, iterative channel estimation, parallel and serial concatenated coding and the like), classical good codes which achieve capacity over the Additive White Gaussian Noise Channel are not effective and should be replaced by different new ones.
I Introduction
In this letter we derive the Extrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) chart of asymptotically long binary codes which achieve a vanishing probability of error over the Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel at code rates below the channel capacity. We denote such codes as "good codes" in the following. The results provide an insight about corresponding iterative receivers designed to approach the channel capacity assuming asymptotically long codewords.
It is well known that when a good Error Correcting Code (ECC) is used to transmit information over a channel the capacity of which is lower than the code rate then the error rate is high. This scenario actually occurs at the first decoding iteration performed by the new iterative receivers based on the turbo principle, see fig.1 , where some preprocessor such as equalizer, multi-user detector [1] , phase estimator or other precedes the decoder and employs the decoder outputs to improve the channel presented to the decoder over the successive iterations. The ECC code may be any code, including an iteratively decodable turbo or LDPC code. Preprocessor 
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Figure 1. Iterative receiver
If the whole iterative receiver is designed to approach capacity and if the iterative feedback to the preprocessor is really required then at the first iteration the ECC decoder is presented with a channel the capacity of which is below the code rate while at the next iterations the preprocessor will improve the ECC decoder input and enable errorless decoding. To achieve this, the ECC decoder must pass some useful information to the preprocessor at the first iteration, while operating over channel the capacity of which is below the code rate. The relevant information to be passed is the well known Extrinsic Information (EI) to be defined below.
In fact, serially concatenated turbo codes can also be represented by the structure of fig.1 where the preprocessor is the decoder of the inner component code. Parallel concatenated turbo codes are decoded by a similar structure and the operation at rate above channel capacity at first iteration is then also clearly required since the component code is presented only with a subset of the channel output symbols.
In the following derivation we will show formally that over AWGN channels, codes considered to be good in the classical sense, provide no EI at all in this setting and thus eliminate any improvement by the iterative feedback in fig. 1 . So the search for different codes fitting the new iterative systems such as performed in [1] , [2] , [3] and others is indeed essential if the iterative receiver is to perform better than, say, separate equalization and decoding. Also, classical good codes cannot perform well as outer codes in a serially concatenated turbo code or component codes in parallel concatenated turbo codes. This was indicated first in [4] where increasing the constraint length of a convolutional component code rendered the iterative feedback of a turbo decoder ineffective. More precisely, we will show that the Extrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) chart of any good binary code over a memoryless AWGN channel is a step function, the EI being zero for Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) at which the channel capacity is below the code rate and unity at SNR larger than this.
Notations: Mutual information is denoted by I, entropy by H and statistical expectation by E. Probability and probability density function are denoted by P and p respectively and bold letters denote vectors.
II Models and definitions
Channel model:
We examine a Binary Input Additive White Gaussian Noise channel (BI-AWGN channel
where (2x-1) is the transmitted signal, -1 or 1, x is the corresponding bit at channel input, 0 or 1 and n is a Gaussian random variable with zero mean and unit variance.
The signal power, denoted s, is equal to the SNR. The channel is characterized by the Gaussian probability p(y|x) and C denotes the channel capacity.
For a pair of SNR values s l < s h , the channel characterized by s=s l , , can be described as physically degraded with respect to a channel characterized by s h , where the superscripts h and l denote 'higher' and 'lower' SNR respectively. The outputs of the two channels are denoted y l and y h . By physically degraded we mean that x i , y l and y h form following Markov chain
arising from the possibility to obtain y l from y h by adding independent Gaussian noise and scaling to conform to (1).
The good code:
We desire to transmit information U. We do so in the standard manner of transmitting a codeword x, a vector of n channel symbols x i belonging to an asymptotically long good code X of rate R. The selection of the transmitted codewords is determined by U and is equi-probable. The received vector is denoted y. The code is such that it achieves vanishing error probability at channel SNR s=s 0 for which R>C(s 0 )-' ε where ' ε is positive and can be made as small as desired by increasing N. A well known result is then
The Extrinsic Information:
We are interested in a symbol x i , which is a symbol at the i'th position in x. We define x' i as x with x i excluded and correspondingly y' i as y with y i excluded.
We denote z i the complete information obtainable from y' i about x i , known as the extrinsic information, see for example [4] . The extrinsic information z i can be expressed for example as the Logarithmic Likelihood Ratio (LLR) of x i or as P(x i =1|y' i ).
The average extrinsic information measure is then defined as
. When x i is given, then y i is independent of y' i, that is ( | , ' ) ( | ) 
III EXIT chart of good codes
When the capacity C is strictly above the code rate R, we have perfect decoding for asymptotically long good codes, even if the single symbol y i is removed (erased) before the decoding. Thus we have for any small positive ' ε and large n:
This intuitive attribute of good codes is verified in Appendix A for finite s.
The central result of this letter is the following proposition and its method of proof: Specifically, we prove in Appendix B that for all s<s 0 , the mutual information I (x;y) over the channel with the good code is similar to the symbol wise mutual information.
That is for any small ' 0 ε > and sufficiently large n:
where γ is a non-decreasing function of s. The substitution 3 
'
ε ε = will be required below.
We shall need to upper-bound the derivative of (9) with respect to s: 
Due to (7) , vanishing EI at s t implies vanishing EI at all smaller values of s, so it is sufficient to prove vanishing EI at s t .
In [6] the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE), when estimating a general input of a Gaussian channel using the channel output, is linked to the derivative with respect to the SNR of the relevant mutual information. Using [6, theorem 2] while the transmitted signal Hx in [6] is our (2x-1), see (1) , and the constant 1 does not influence the estimation errors, we can see that the sum of the estimation errors of all the symbols x i is:
where MMSE(x i |y) denotes the MMSE of an individual bit x i obtained by optimally estimating x i from y. The factor before the sum in (12) is 0.5 rather then 2 in [6] because the transmitted signal (1) is 2x-1 rather then x. However, for any x i , a similar estimation error can be achieved using merely the single received symbol y i, see [6, eq. elements which may be larger (with 0.5nε elements larger thanε , (14) will be violated). This vanishing proportion of elements can contribute only 0.5ε bits to the average EI (4) because the EI for each bit is bounded by 1, so we can disregard them in our proof of vanishing average EI , eq. (4), and use
Thus, at s=s t , the MMSE estimation error of xi using y is nearly the same as if only y i was used.
The MMSE estimate of x i , valued 0 or 1, is its conditional expectation
and i i i î
x (y ) P(x =1|y ) = . Eq. (15), (16) imply that y i is an approximate sufficient statistics, where the full statistics is y=(y i ,y i '). This immediately implies (17) due to continuity. as shown in more detail in appendix C: 
for some 1 ε proportional to ε . Next we shall use the bounds on information obtained by combining the outputs of independent channels [7] . The channel outputs y i and y' i can be considered independent sources of information about x i by (5). Thus y i and y' i are outputs of parallel broadcast channels in the sense of [7] . Also the channel (1) x i to y i is symmetric and x i is nearly uniformly distributed over -1 and 1 for all but a vanishing proportion of symbols x i (otherwise the code cannot achieve capacity, see [8] and references therein) and those can be disregarded since they cannot influence the average EI (4) because the contribution of one symbol to the average EI is limited to 1/n.
The bounds [7] hold for x distributed uniformly according to P(x=1) =0.5, however since the bounds based on mutual information combining are all continuous functions of the parameter P(x=1) describing the distribution of x, small deviations from P(x=1) =0.5 inflict small deviation on the outputs. I(x ; ' ) I(y ; ' ) ≥ y y ,
when channel capacity is below the code rate. This attribute cannot be derived directly from the results of [5] and does not hold when capacity exceeds slightly the code rate and successful decoding occurs.
Remarks: When capacity exceeds the code rate there is a sharp transition of the EI since I(x,y) is not determined by (9) any more but reaches a plateau at the code rate and the MMSE, which is proportional to the derivative of I(x,y) with respect to s=SNR by (12), goes to zero abruptly. This transition takes place over a small region of s for which the difference (9) , equals 1-R, thus the step function EXIT chart derived here for good binary code over the AWGN channel conforms to the "EXIT chart area property" of outer codes which was proved in [9] for any code over the binary erasure (BEC) channel . This property over the BEC channel together with (8) , which is easy to verify also for the BEC channel, imply that (18) holds for good codes over the BEC channel too.
Conclusions:
The EXIT chart of any good binary code operating over a Gaussian channel is a step function, zero at channel capacities below the code rate and unity at capacities above the code rate. Thus codes good over the AWGN channels are very inefficient when used in an iterative receiver of the type presented in figure 1 which includes turboequalization, iterative multi-user receivers and serially concatenated codes as special cases. Interestingly, the step function EXIT chart derived here for the AWGN channel conforms to the EXIT chart area property derived in [9] for the erasure channel.
Furthermore, good code operating at rate above channel capacity falls apart into its individual transmitted symbols in the sense that all the information about a coded bit x i is contained in the corresponding received symbol y i and no information about x i can be inferred from the other received symbols, neither alone, see (18) and neither as supplement to y i , see (17).
It is of interest if the main result of this letter, namely (18), holds for more general memoryless channels. Based on [9] , the results hold for the BEC channel as explained above, [10] outlines an extension to a wider class of M-ary input memoryless channels using the concept of GEXIT [11] , and the arguments presented in [1] suggest extension to any memoryless channel for binary random codes.
Appendix A
This appendix verifies (8) for finite s. When R<C-' ε , the symbol x i is decoded with zero error probability. Furthermore, by the Markov chain (5): 
, which ensures perfect decoding of x i from y' i , implying (8) .
Appendix B
Proof of (9):
In this appendix we shall use two types channel inputs. One of them will be a codeword x chosen randomly and uniformly from the good code (GC) X approaching capacity within ' ε at channel SNR s 0 . All the properties related to this input will be denoted by the superscript GC , such as I GC . The other type of input will be a vector x of symbols x i chosen independently and according to the symbol-vise distribution of our good code X which may be dependent to a certain extent on the symbol index i. We In the rest of this appendix we shall denote by y 0 the output of a channel with SNR 
By the chain rule of entropy we have for both the types of channel inputs:
Let us compare H(y l ) for the two types of channel inputs taking into account that
) does not depend on the channel input type due to the Markov (2) and memoryless properties of the channel: 
Then, by (15) :
It is well known that the error of an MMSE estimator is not correlated neither to the estimate itself and neither to any function of the information which was used to form the estimate. Now, since B is the MMSE estimate using the full information y which can also produce A, we have 0= E[A(B- 
This, together with the definitions (28) implies (17).
Appendix D
Proof of (18)
Notation: c i denote various strictly positive and finite constants required for the various steps.
Since y' i and y i , are independent sources of information about x i , in the sense of (5), there exist a function F, analyzed in section 2 of this appendix:
The range of P(x i =1) is limited to a narrow range around 0.5, say 0.4 to 0.6, as explained in the paragraph below (19), that is we can disregard the cases of P(x=1)
deviating significantly from 0.5 since this can happen only at vanishing proportion of the coded bits, otherwise the code cannot approach capacity and vanishing proportion of coded bits cannot influence the average EI because EI is limited to one per bit in our binary transmission scheme.
Using the function F, (17) can be rewritten as 
By its definition, G is non-negative. It is shown in section 2 of this appendix that if y i is limited to a certain region ϒ which can be chosen so that
is strictly positive, then G can be shown to be lower bounded by
for some positive α independent of y' i . Then (33) can be lower bounded by using the last expression instead of G and by integrating y i only over ϒ . This yields: 
implying (18) by the following steps:
We shall drop the indices i in the following since they are not essential for the derivation.
Since P(x=1)=1-P(x=0), the above equation holds for x=0 as well. Now 
We shall treat the x=1 term of the sum, the x=0 term is bounded by the same method.
' ' 1 ( ') ( 1| ')log(P(x=1| ') ' ( 1)log(P(x=1) 1 [ ( 1| ')log(P(x=1| ') ( 1)log(P(x=1))] 
Then: 
This cannot deviate too much from 1 as stated above.
Let us examine G 
we have:
The values of A and B are between 0 to 1 and K is nearly 1 as explained above.
Furthermore we shall limit the range of y i as to limit B to a range say, 0.1 to 0.9. Then the second term of (41) is 
Part 2 On Extrinsic Information of Good Codes Operating Over
Discrete Memoryless Channels with Incremental Noisiness.
M. Peleg, A. Sanderovich and S. Shamai (Shitz)
Abstract: We show that the Extrinsic Information about the coded bits of any good (capacity achieving) code operating over a wide class of discrete memoryless channels (DMC) is zero when channel capacity is below the code rate and positive constant otherwise, that is, the Extrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) chart is a step function of channel quality, for any capacity achieving code. The results are proved for the binary symmetric channel and for the binary erasure channel while proof for additional channels with incremental noisiness such as the AWGN channels with QAM and inputs requires further elaboration. It follows that, for a common class of iterative receivers where the error correcting decoder must operate at first iteration at rate above capacity (such as in turbo equalization, turbo channel estimation, parallel and serial concatenated coding and the like), classical good codes which achieve capacity over the DMC are not effective and should be replaced by different new ones.
I Introduction
We derive the Extrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) chart of asymptotically long codes which achieve a vanishing probability of error over a wide class of discrete memoryless channels (DMC) when channel capacity is higher then the code rate. We denote such codes as "good codes" in the following. In our derivation we use discrete channel model, however the size of the output alphabet is not limited so the results apply for example to the QPSK Gaussian Additive Channel with a fine quantizer at the receiver input. The results provide an insight about corresponding iterative receivers designed to approach the channel capacity assuming asymptotically long codewords.
It is well known that when a good Error Correcting Code (ECC) is used to transmit
information over a channel the capacity of which is lower than the code rate then the error rate is high. This scenario actually occurs at the first decoding iteration performed by the new iterative receivers based on the turbo principle, see fig.1 , where some preprocessor such as equalizer, multi-user detector [1] , phase estimator or other precedes the decoder and employs the decoder outputs to improve the channel presented to the decoder over the successive iterations. The ECC code may be any code, including also an iteratively decodable turbo or LDPC code. If the whole iterative receiver is designed to approach capacity and if the iterative feedback to the preprocessor is really required then at the first iteration the ECC decoder is presented with a channel the capacity of which is below the code rate while at the next iterations the preprocessor will improve the ECC decoder input and enable errorless decoding. To achieve this, the ECC decoder must pass some useful information to the preprocessor at the first iteration, while operating over a channel the capacity of which is below the code rate. The relevant information to be passed is the well known Extrinsic Information (EI) to be defined below.
In the following derivation we will show that over a wide class of DMC, codes considered to be good in the classical sense, provide no EI at all in this setting and thus eliminate any improvement by the iterative feedback in fig. 1 . So the search for different codes fitting the new iterative systems such as performed in [1] , [2] , [3] and others is indeed essential if the iterative receiver is to perform better than, say, separate equalization and decoding. Also, classical good codes cannot perform well as outer codes in a serially concatenated turbo code or component codes in parallel concatenated turbo codes. This was indicated first in [4] where increasing the constraint length of a convolutional component code rendered the iterative feedback of a turbo decoder ineffective. More precisely, we will show that the Extrinsic Information Transfer (EXIT) chart of any good code over the M-ary input channel is a step function, the EI being zero for channel quality at which the channel capacity is below the code rate and log(M) at channel quality at which the capacity exceeds the code rate where M denotes the size of the alphabet at the channel input and all logarithms here are taken with base 2. The results require the channel quality to be determined by a single parameter w such as SNR in a manner we denoted 'incremental noisiness'. This ensures that the code remain matched well enough to the channel over the range of channel qualities. Notations: Mutual information is denoted by I, entropy by H, P and p denote probability and a probability density function respectively and bold letters denote vectors.
II Models and definitions
Channel model:
We examine a time invariant DMC with input alphabet of size M characterized by p(y|x) where and x and y are the input and the output symbols of the channel respectively. C denotes the channel capacity.
We shall restrict our treatment to channels having the following properties denoted collectively as incremental noisiness:
The channel transfer function P(y|x) is determined by a single parameter w denoted as noisiness, such as 1/SNR for the AWGN channel or Bit Error Rate over the Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC).
A channel characterized by w h , for some w h > w l , can be described as physically degraded with respect to a channel characterized by w l , where the superscripts h and l denote 'higher' and 'lower' noisiness respectively. The outputs of the two channels are denoted y h and y l . By physically degraded we mean (as in [9] ) that , ,
x y y form the Markov chain:
We shall let the outputs y of our incremental noisiness channel to be governed by the transition rate matrix A ={a kl } in the same manner as the discrete states of the discrete, continuous time Markov process but with time replaced by w i , so that
The requirement of all strictly positive a kl can be partly released as explained below (26), that is the positive a kl need only to provide a path with nodes y i and edges a kl of the form y 1 -a 12 -y 2 -a 26 -y 6 -… from any y l , p(y l )>0 to any y k , p(y l )>0 using y i , p(yi)>0
as intermediate nodes.
Many channels conform to those restrictions, for example the the binary symmetric channel (BSC) and Binary Erasure Channel (BEC). Also the finely quantized AWGN channel and Raleigh and Rice fading channels with additive Gaussian noise with discrete input alphabet can be modeled well by this framework. The model of incremental noisiness is essential not only to our arguments but also to the definition of a good code used in this paper.
In order to perform particial derivatives in our derivation, we shall need an extension 
The good code:
We desire to transmit information U. We do so in the standard manner of transmitting a codeword x, a vector of n channel symbols x belonging to an asymptotically long good code X of rate R. The selection of the transmitted codewords is determined by U and is equi-probable. The received vector is denoted y. The code is such that it achieves vanishing error probability at channel noisiness level w 0 for which R>C-' ε for any small positive ' ε when n is large enough. The Markov chain (1) implies vanishing error probability also for all w<w 0 .
The Extrinsic Information:
We are interested in a symbol x i , which is a symbol at the i'th position in x. We define x i ' as x with x i excluded and correspondingly y' i as y with y i excluded.
We denote z i the complete information obtainable from y i ' about x i , known as the extrinsic information, see for example [4] and [5] . The extrinsic information z i can be expressed for example over the binary channel as the Logarithmic Likelihood Ratio (LLR) of x i and over the M-ary channel as an M-tuple of probabilities of x i being equal to the possible M channel inputs.
III EXIT chart of good codes
When the code rate R is strictly below the capacity C we have perfect decoding for asymptotically long good codes, even if the single symbol y i is removed (erased)
before the decoding, thus we have
This intuitive attribute of good codes is proved in Appendix A under the mild condition that the channel is noisy so that x i cannot be decoded with zero error probability from y i alone, that is p(x i |y i )>0 for some values of x i different from the one which was transmitted.
The central result of this work is the following proposition and its method of proof: The proof is exact for the BSC and BEC channels and needs further elaboration for finely quantized channels such as the AWGN channel.
Proof:
We shall examine a code which is capacity achieving for some noisiness w=w 0 , that is, it is capable of reliably transmitting information at a rate
− over a channel parameterized by w=w 0 for any small ' ε .
Our proof uses the concept of GEXIT as introduced in [5] . GEXIT is defined [5, eq. (2)] as:
which is transformed easily to:
GEXIT is an average of GEXIT i , [5, eq.(3) ]:
It is well known that, when the code rate R is at or above capacity, good codes mimic closely the channel output statistics of a capacity achieving identically and independently distributed ( i.i.d.) input [6, Theorem 15] .
Specifically, we prove in Appendix B that for w>w 0 the mutual information I (x;y) over the channel with the good code is similar to I IND (x0;y0). That is for any small 0 ε ≥ and sufficiently large n:
and γ is non-increasing function of w. The substitution 3 ' ε ε = will be required below.
The end of appendix B conjectures that if the channel is symmetric then both the above mutual information terms approach capacity, however pursuing this is not needed here and is out of scope of this work.
It follows from (14) that for any pair of values w1 < w2 for which R>C we have: 
Due to (6) , vanishing EI at w t implies vanishing EI at all larger values of w, so it is sufficient to prove vanishing EI at w t .
It follows from (13), ) 16 ( and (17) that:
By the Markov chain (5) 
It is shown in [7] that GEXIT determines exactly the Minimum Mean Squared Error over Gaussian channels. This provides means to prove our results over the AWGN channel, see [11] , however here we shall pursue a different approach to provide a more general result. Now: Thus the existence of a set of m values of y with p(y)>0 which produces m independent vectors Vy is sufficient to ensure EI=0. We denote this attribute of the channel as 'sufficient transparency' (ST). We conjecture that most channels with output alphabet larger than the input alphabet conform to the ST property. Indeed the binary input channels (binary symmetric channel, binary erasure channel, binary input AWGN, Rice and Raileigh channels) do so by a simple inspection. In Appendix C we demonstrate this property also for the corresponding channels with QPSK inputs.
Remarks: At decreasing channel noisiness which brings the channel capacity to a value above the code rate there is a sharp transition since I(x,y) is not determined by (14) any more but reaches a plateau at the code rate and the GEXIT, which is proportional to the derivative of I(x,y) with respect to w by(9), goes to zero abruptly. (1-R)logM, thus the step function EXIT chart derived here for good code over the Mary discrete memoryless channel conforms to the "EXIT chart area property" of outer codes which was proved in [10] for any code over the binary erasure channel.
IV Conclusions:
The EXIT chart of any good (capacity achieving) code operating over a wide class of M-ary input DMC is a step function of the channel noisiness, zero when channel capacity is below the code rate and logM at C>R . The results are proved for the BEC, and BSC while other finely quantized channels with incremental noisiness such as the QAM input AWGN channel need further elaboration. Thus codes good over memoryless channels are very inefficient when used in an iterative receiver of the type presented in figure 1 which includes turbo-equalization, iterative multi-user receivers and serially concatenated codes as special cases. Interestingly, the step function EXIT chart derived here conforms to the EXIT chart area property derived in [10] for the erasure channel.
Furthermore vanishing EI, as defined in (3), implies that good code operating at rate above channel capacity falls apart into its individual transmitted symbols in the sense that all the information about a coded bit x i is contained in the corresponding received symbol y i and no information about x i can be inferred from the other received symbols y' i .
Appendix A, Extrinsic information at rates below capacity
We will show in the following that when R<C, then (7) holds. When R<C, the symbol x i is decoded with zero error probability. By the Markov chain (1) 
